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UNMANNED LIFE
FIGHTS COVID-19
We are facing a severe and acute public health emergency
due to the ongoing COVID-19 global pandemic. The world is
taking unprecedented measures to flatten the contamination
curve with the aim of winning the battle against this disease.
Robots can assist us in achieving more while reducing the
number of people being exposed to the virus. Different types of
robots with different skills are today used by governments, law
enforcement agencies and hospitals amongst others to fight the
virus using limited resources. Drones are being used by the police
to track and inform people who are breaching the rules around
social distancing while a combination of drones and rovers are
being used to spray disinfectant to stop the virus from spreading.
Drones and Robots can play an important role in overcoming
COVID-19 and assist in the prevention of future pandemics.
However many of these drones and robots today are
operated manually by humans and lack scalability and
flexibility. Unmanned Life’s game-changing Autonomy-asa-Service software platform enables fully autonomous
drone and robot swarms, eliminating the need for a
human pilot for every drone. The World Economic Forum
asserts that autonomous drones are 50% more effective
than manually operated drones, all aspects considered.
Unmanned Life’s Autonomy-as-a-Service platform integrates different drones and robots with different capabilities and
functions into one integrated autonomous robot team, orchestrated and controlled by this central platform through a single
management dashboard. The platform acts as the brain of the connected robots and enables them to work collaboratively.
Unmanned Life’s multi-award winning team started in 2015 at its London Headquarters and today has offices in
Europe, USA and soon in Asia. We have deployed autonomous solutions around the world. We are working with
major Fortune 500 giants in the industrial, telecommunications, supply chain and smart cities sectors, including:
Airbus, Volkswagen, THALES, NTT, BT, Verizon, T-Mobile Sprint, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, Orange, Nokia, Swiss
Post, Walmart, UPS, INTEL as well as public institutions such as the European Commission, the City of Vienna and
the UK, US and Singapore Governments. We have now launched the Autonomous Pandemic Management Platform
(ASPMP) for rapid COVID-19 response.
The ASPMP builds on our existing technology and expertise and enables multiple fully autonomous drone swarms to be
deployed to manage various COVID-19 scenarios. Each drone in a swarm can be tasked with a different mission and can carry a
range of payloads. All drones provide real-time visual and sensor data to enable remote management and AI augmented
insights. The autonomous swarms can be deployed and controlled locally at the site of operations or from mobile deployment
centers (vans). They can also be managed remotely from a single management dashboard at a crisis response center off-site.
AUTONOMOUS DRONE SOLUTIONS FOR COVID-19 WHICH CAN BE DEPLOYED USING UNMANNED LIFE’S
AUTONOMOUS PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (ASPMP)
Autonomous Public Safety
and Crowd Monitoring

A swarm of autonomous drones equipped with functionalities
like loudspeakers, live video streaming, thermal imaging, and
AI-assisted tracking and tracing of objects and people

Autonomous Disinfection
Indoor and Outdoor

A mixed swarm of autonomous drones and ground robots
used to disinfect indoor and outdoor public health and
community infrastructure

Governments, Hospitals, Nursing
Homes, Heath centers

Autonomous Delivery of Medicine
Supplies and Essential Items

A swarm of drones used to deliver essential items such as test
samples, testing agents, other medical supplies like blood and
essential medicines as well as groceries

Hospitals, Nursing Homes, Heath
centers, Pharmacies,
E-commerce, Retail Companies

Autonomous Indoor Logistics

A swarm of autonomous robots used to deliver medicines and
food to patients within a hospital as well as nursing homes

Field and Permanent Hospitals,
Nursing Homes

Law Enforcement Agencies

AUTONOMOUS
PUBLIC SAFETY AND
CROWD MONITORING
We assist law enforcement agencies by deploying
coordinated autonomous drone swarms city-wide. The
drones can be installed with different sensors and cameras
for live video streaming to monitor lockdowns and detect
groups of people who are not respecting social distancing.
The drones can also be installed with loudspeakers to
inform and instruct people. Thermal cameras can be used
to perform headcounts and track people with fever. All
information can be shared with a remotely located control
room where an operator is supported by AI that provides
augmented insights by highlighting information on the video
feed, enabling tracking and tracing of objects and people to
prevent unlawful activity.

Solution Benefits:
DIFFERENT TYPES OF DRONES
The Unmanned Life Platform can managing different
types of drones from different manufacturers,
adjusting the drones to the use case requirements.

FULLY AUTONOMOUS
The drones are operated fully autonomously as a swarm via
one control platform supervised by one remote operator.
This eliminates the need for an on site pilot for every drone.

DIFFERENT PAYLOAD TYPES
Different types of payloads can be integrated and
controlled with the system such as video cameras,
thermal cameras, grippers, loud speakers and others.

SURVEILLANCE ALERT SYSTEM
Detections made by the system can trigger an alert which
can be logged and monitored by the operator via the user
interface. The whole system can be integrated with a
Remote Control Room and data visualised on a dashboard.

OPEN PLATFORM
The Unmanned Life platform is an open platform that
easily integrates with third party information systems,
using APIs or SDKs for integration.

AI AUGMENTED INSIGHTS
The platform uses artificial intelligence to detect objects,
people and provide augmented video for analysis.

AUTONOMOUS
DISINFECTION
Public spaces and hospitals are hotspots for contracting
COVID-19. As the virus can survive from several hours up to
several days on specific surfaces it is important to disinfect
these areas to prevent the virus from spreading. Unmanned
Life can assist in both indoor and outdoor disinfection.
Mobile ground vehicles and drones installed with spraying
systems can work as unified swarms to disinfect parks, car
parks, city centers and hospital buildings and other public
infrastructure while mobile robots installed with UGVI lights
can disinfect indoor surfaces on a continuous basis. The
systems can be controlled and monitored from a remote
control room where the operator can see the historic
information of the disinfection process on a colour-coded
map enabling a real-time tracking of disinfected areas,
ensuring a high degree of efficiency and reliability.

Solution Benefits:
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROBOTS
The Unmanned Life Platform can manage different
types of robots such as mobile ground vehicles and
drones and adjust them to the use case requirements.

FULLY AUTONOMOUS
The drones are operated fully autonomously as a swarm via
one control platform supervised by one remote operator.
This eliminates the need for an on site pilot for every drone.

DIFFERENT PAYLOAD TYPES
Different types of payloads can be integrated and
controlled with the system such as spray installations,
UGVI lights, cameras, grippers and others.

ZONE MAPPING
Using the interface, the operator gets a map overview with a
colour coded indication of the disinfected areas related to
the time and priority of the operation.

OPEN PLATFORM
The Unmanned Life platform is an open platform that
easily integrates with third party information systems
using APIs or SDKs for integration.

AI AUGMENTED INSIGHTS
The Unmanned Life platform uses AI to track and monitor
the disinfected areas over time and provide augmented
service insights for the operator.

AUTONOMOUS MEDICAL
SUPPLIES AND ESSENTIAL
ITEMS DELIVERY
While people are in isolation and respecting rules around social
distancing there are certain basic needs that must be fulfilled
such as food, groceries, as well as urgent medical needs
around testing and medical supplies. Today many of these
products and services are delivered via mail or personal
delivery services, creating both long delays and potentially
exposing people to contamination which can be avoided by
carrying out the last mile delivery using drones. Unmanned
Life’s platform enables fleets of delivery drones to transport
and deliver test samples, testing agents, other medical supplies
like blood and essential medicines between hospitals and test
centers as well as people's homes, as well as food and
groceries from online sellers, all in a safe and efficient manner.

Solution Benefits:
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROBOTS
The Unmanned Life Platform can managing different types of
drones from different manufacturers, adjusting the drones to
the use case requirements.

FULLY AUTONOMOUS
The drones are operated fully autonomously as a swarm via
one control platform supervised by one remote operator.
This eliminates the need for an on site pilot for every drone.

DIFFERENT PAYLOAD TYPES
Different types of payloads can be carried by the drones,
including delivery boxes suited to specific loads to ensure
safe and secure transport of medical supplies and essentials.

FLEET MONITORING
Using the interface, the operator gets a map overview with
all the drones and delivery items in each fleet and the
status of every delivery item and route till safe delivery.

OPEN PLATFORM
The Unmanned Life platform is an open platform that easily
integrates with third party information systems using APIs or
SDKs for integration.

AI AUGMENTED INSIGHTS
The Unmanned Life platform uses AI to optimise fleet and
delivery management and provide augmented operational
insights for both drones and payloads.

AUTONOMOUS INDOOR
LOGISTICS
With the massive spike in cases of COVID-19, hospitals are
being overwhelmed with patients while both doctors and
nurses are increasingly forced to do double shifts. In addition
to taking care of the patients, medical staff often have to take
care of multiple logistics like distributing medication, food and
drinks as well as remove waste. Unmanned Life’s platform
enables mobile ground robots to take over these timeconsuming and repetitive tasks allowing medical staff to focus
their complete attention on critical value-add activities like
treating patients. A swarm of autonomous mobile robots can
be used to collect medicines as well as food from specific areas
within the hospital and have them delivered to patients and
staff. Specific robots can also be used for waste removal.

Solution Benefits:
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROBOTS
The Unmanned Life Platform can manage different types of
mobile ground vehicles, integrating and adjusting them to the
usecase requirements.

FULLY AUTONOMOUS
The robots are operated fully autonomously as swarms via
a control platform supervised by a remote operator. The
swarms can mixed i.e. have different types of robots.

DIFFERENT PAYLOAD CAPACITIES
Different types of payload can be carried by the robots.
Different types of robots and payloads can be combined to
ensure the various activities required can be carried out.

LOGISTICS ON DEMAND
The logistics are driven by the requirements of the usecase
and the fleet is managed based on the input received from
the hospital management information systems.

OPEN PLATFORM
The Unmanned Life platform is an open platform that easily
integrates with third party information systems using APIs or
SDKs for integration.

FLEXIBLE AND EXTENSIBLE
The system can be scaled up or down as required. Robots
can be added and removed on the go to increase or
decrease total capacity without affecting active operations.

Benefits
1

Autonomous Drones can provide crucial city-wide public safety and crowd
monitoring at a much lower cost without street patrols and without drone pilots

2

Indoor and Outdoor disinfection autonomously, on-demand, with traceability,
operational insights and without risking human workers in a pandemic

3

Faster deliveries of life saving essentials when every second counts

4

50% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions per drone delivery compared to
diesel trucks

5

Drone data can provide inputs to generate insights for other public safety apps

6

Easily deployable and scalable solution that is cost-effective

Our References:
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Verizon

City of Vienna

Deployed a swarm of autonomous drones to provide live video
streaming of a simulated accident as well as first-aid kit delivery

Deployed an autonomous drone to showcase their need and
utility in emergency situations

Deploying a swarm of autonomous drones to assist the City of Vienna
fire department in saving lives of drowning people by providing live
video streaming and delivery of life jackets

Watch video

Watch video

